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T H E A L L R E P O RT
C U LT U R E , D I V E R S I T Y, L E A D E R S H I P
S T O P T A L K IN G A N D E X E C U T E

Diane Primo is the CEO of
Purpose Brand Agency, an
award-winning, Chicago-based
public relations, branding and
digital marketing firm. She is the
only African-American female
CEO of a purpose-driven communications agency. Diane’s
focus on impact marketing
stems from the belief that
brands must be relevant, purpose-driven and committed to consumers
to be successful today. Consumers’ demand for meaning, transparency
and authenticity has changed the nature of and raised the stakes in all
communications.
As founder of Purpose Brand, Diane builds on a 30-year career leading
some of the top marketing organizations in the country. She served as
General Manager at Quaker Oats, President of Product Management at
Ameritech and SBC (currently AT&T), Chief Marketing Officer of CDW
and CEO of a Kleiner Perkins-backed e-commerce startup in the home
services sector. She holds an MBA from Harvard Business School and a
BA from Smith College.

Primo has been recognized by her peers as a communications trailblazer
over the course of her groundbreaking career. She serves as a board
member for Call One, a telecommunications company, and P33, the
private-sector initiative to promote Chicago’s standing as a technology
center, as well as serving as a member of World Business Chicago’s
ChicagoNEXT. She is a member of the Economic Club of Chicago, the
Chicago Network and the Business Leadership Council. Primo received
the 2020 Top Women in Communications Trailblazer Award.
Primo’s public service record reflects her personal commitments to
eradicating homelessness, helping underserved populations and
furthering gender equality. She is a recipient of the Global Hassenfeld
Family Humanitarian Award and was a presenter at the G8 UK Deauville
Partnership Summit. She is currently co-chair of the nationally recognized Primo Center, Chicago’s largest center for homeless families, an
organization she also co-founded. Most recently she co-founded SOAR,
an organization that focuses on empowering, connecting and growing the
number of women of color in media.
Primo has a special interest in diversity, equity and inclusion in corporate
America, as well as the development of corporate purpose. Her executive
roles in Fortune 500 companies, as well as her personal career experience
with diversity, give her rare insight into these issues.
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ABOUT DIANE PRIMO

A U T H O R ’ S N OT E : J U N E 2 0 2 0

This book is being released as the nation mobilizes against the long-standing inequities and racism against Black people in America. Failures in
policing, healthcare and the economy have combined to expose all these
systems as falling far short of providing liberty and justice for all. Even
the word “all” was degraded when our nation’s leaders refused to say
“Black Lives Matter,” insisting instead on “All Lives Matter.” Social media
provided a brilliant rejoinder: “The fact that humanity has to clarify that
any lives matter should be concern enough.”
This author wants to make it clear that Black lives do indeed matter — ALL
Black Lives Matter — and recognize that systemic racism has caused
irreparable harm. This is an American tragedy, an indelible part of Black
people’s stories, their culture and their view of the world.
In 2020, there is a historic opening to restore the meaning of the word
“all,” especially in corporate America. In this book, we use the term to
acknowledge the differences that various groups — White Males, Women,
Asians, Blacks, Latinx, LGBTQ+, and People with Disabilities — experience
while we seek to create a vibrant, inclusive and equitable playing field.
The true measure of any corporation is how it treats its most diverse
employees because that shows whether ALL have a chance to excel.
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A L L A N D B L AC K L I V E S M AT T E R

Our 2020 ALL Report study provides a comprehensive overview of the
feelings and behaviors of American workers related to diversity and
inclusion in the workplace, their struggles and their perceptions of the
effectiveness of their employers to address diversity and their needs. We
surveyed 2,450 full-time working professionals in 2019. We interviewed
men and women of different races and ethnicities and included people
with disabilities and those identifying as LGBTQ+. The study results
include the following groups: White Males, Women, Asians, Blacks, Latinx,
LGBTQ+ and People with Disabilities.
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SECTION VI
SECTION I

“If you exclude 50 percent of the
talent pool, it’s no wonder you
find yourself in a war for talent.”
— THERESA J. WHITMARSH,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE
WASHINGTON STATE INVESTMENT BOARD
(SOURCE: WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM)

2019 and 2020 will be remembered as the years that established diversity, equity and inclusion (DE&I) as key to a successful business strategy.
Although for more than forty years DE&I has been a stated or implied
goal for U.S. businesses, the numbers tell a different story. Both women
and minorities remain significantly underrepresented in the senior ranks
of corporate America.
Corporate icons such as Google, Starbucks, Nike, Adidas, Uber and Tesla
have been presented with historic DE&I challenges. Seminal issues have
ranged from Latinx reaction to the perceived inauthenticity of the immigrant-themed novel American Dirt1 to corporate walkouts over sexual
harassment at Google to legal suits over gender and LGBTQ+ discrimination.2 Over 500 companies joined the national challenge CEO Action
for Diversity & Inclusion.3 Yet companies still were caught off guard for
insensitive moves. H&M’s catalog depiction of a young Black youth as
“coolest monkey in the jungle” may well go down in history as a highpoint
of insensitivity.4
1
2

3
4

Kirch, C. (2020, March 06). Oprah, Macmillan Promise ‘To Do Better’ to Amplify
Latinx Voices.
Wakabayash, D. “Google Walkout: Employees Stage Protest Over Handling of Sexual
Harassment.” New York Times. Hsu, T. “Ex-Employees Sue Nike, Alleging Gender
Discrimination,” New York Times.
CEO Action for Diversity and Inclusion. Ceoaction.com.
Morse, B. “The 7 Most Embarrassing Branding Mistakes of 2018,” Inc.

Easily lost in the parade of missteps is the fact that DE&I efforts are
not just about fending off lawsuits and reputation hits. Rather, by not
acting purposefully and with focus to become more diverse, equitable
and inclusive, organizations are missing an element to becoming highperforming organizations. In truth, DE&I is far more than just another
issue for corporate America to address and manage with perfunctory
initiatives. Given the major eruptions that have surfaced over gender and
race discrimination in 2020 alone and the changing nature of our populace as we become a majority-minority nation, DE&I is the key workforce
imperative of our time.
Diane Primo
CEO
Purpose Brand

5
6
7

Loh, T. (2020, July 04). Adidas Left Out of Step on Diversity After Head of HR
Departs.
Olson, A. (2020, June 17). Aunt Jemima brand retired by Quaker due to racial
stereotype.
Press, A. (2020, July 21). Trader Joe’s to stop using ‘Trader Giotto’s,’ ‘Trader José’ and
other names that perpetuate stereotypes.
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FO R E W O R D

Calls for social justice in the wake of the 2020 death of George Floyd
have brought equity into sharp focus. Companies rushed to align their
brands against racism and faced a reckoning for the slow progress of their
own inclusion efforts. Adidas’ human resources chief stepped down5 after
characterizing workforce racial concerns as “noise.” Quaker Oats and Mars
retired6 their Aunt Jemima and Uncle Ben’s brands; Trader Joe’s dropped7
ethnic food labels such as Trader Ming’s, Trader José’s and Trader Giotto.

“Diversity is the mix.
Inclusion is making
the mix work.”
— ANDRES TAPIA

The United States is in the midst of a historic transformation. Ethnic
and cultural diversity have reached unprecedented levels, and we are
rapidly becoming a majority-minority nation.8 At the same time, the
percentage of women in the workforce and executive offices continues
to grow.9 America’s corporate workforce has never looked more different,
and sourcing, training and retraining employees has never been more
important.
There is a growing concern that workforce imbalances have reached
critical levels that are impacting the entire nation, but the disparities are
particularly problematic in health, technical and professional fields —
precisely the areas that are critical for the wellbeing and growth of our
economy and populace. Companies simply do not have an adequate
supply of qualified talent. Demand is not only outstripping supply in
industries that are indispensable to our future, it is creating deficits that
are growing at an alarming pace. For healthcare practitioners, computer
scientists, and architects and engineers, the ratio of demand to supply
8
9

Frey, W.H. “The US Will Become ‘Minority White’ in 2045, Census Projects,” The
Brookings Institution.
Geiger, A. and Parker, K. “For Women’s History Month, a Look at Gender Gains — and
Gaps — in the U.S,” Pew Research.
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T H E W O R K FO R C E I M P E R AT I V E

Pipeline and workforce imbalances have always focused on “talent.”
Many point to a growing disconnect between educators and businesses
as a principal cause of the problem; only 35 percent of higher education
professionals report direct ties to the industries they serve educationally.
However, the numbers prove that you cannot focus on talent development alone to correct imbalances. When you look at the pipeline, you see
a fundamental shift that has to do with sweeping demographic changes.
Women and minorities already make up nearly 70 percent of the population, and that percentage is expanding.12 By 2045, whites will be the
minority. Adtalem, a global leader in education services, understands this
problem intimately. Under the leadership of Lisa Wardell, the only AfricanAmerican CEO of an S&P 400 MidCap company, Adtalem has pivoted
its strategy to focus increasingly on providing educational opportunities
in high-demand but supply-constrained professions, including general
practice medicine, nursing and veterinary medicine — especially to people
from diverse and historically underrepresented backgrounds.
What does this mean for corporate America? Profound change. And
it must begin now. Corporate cultures must adapt to this new reality.
Adtalem offers a powerful example, with women and minorities occupying 75 percent of senior leadership positions. This is quite remarkable,
given that women and minorities make up just 26.5 percent and 27 percent of senior executives across all public companies. Adtalem’s diversity
extends to corporate governance: 37 percent of its directors are AfricanAmerican and 37 percent are women. Yet, while America will soon be a
majority-minority country, most companies have been less enthusiastic
10 Burning Glass Technology. “How Big is the Skills Gap?”
11 Korn Ferry Institute. “The Global Talent Crunch.”
12 United States Census Bureau. “Quick Facts.”

about changing the makeup of their organizations. Just 17 percent of
public company directors are racial minorities, while women hold just
21.2 percent of board seats. To survive and thrive in the coming era, companies must embrace the principles of DE&I to get the best results from
evolving human capital.
The results of this study show that corporate America is engaged and
trying, but still has a long way to go. As this study makes clear, despite
all the activity and faith placed in corporate America by diverse candidates, leadership has failed them. At the end of the day, too few believe
that diversity drives performance, despite compelling evidence (which is
cited in further detail in Section II) to the contrary. This belief system, if
unchecked, will not only continue to fail American employees now but will
also have a negative impact on the workforce of the future.
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has already yielded deficits of 44 percent, 17 percent and 15 percent,
respectively. And these gaps are still on the rise.10 By 2030, labor shortages in key U.S. industries are projected to result in $1.7 trillion in lost
annual revenue, the equivalent of six percent of U.S. GDP.11
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“Culture does not make
people. People make culture.”
— CHIMAMANDA NGOZI ADICHIE

Anyone who works in a company knows that culture, despite all the elaborate words we use to describe it, is fundamentally about “how things
work around here.” The rules are spoken and unspoken; set and driven
by top leadership; and deeply intertwined in the fabric of a company.
Each one has an array of behaviors, processes, punishments and rewards,
composed of values, beliefs, attitudes, codes and rules that have taken
root over the years. These systems distinguish one company from the
next and create a framework that can make a company great — or not.
There is an enormous risk in this process due to the overwhelming reality
that most corporate leadership is not diverse, yet corporate culture is
shaped by leadership. The research shows that cultures that succeed
with diversity and inclusion have to value the individual, create growth
opportunities and be continuously attuned to the evolving needs of a
diverse workforce. This sounds simple but, given the entrenched nature
of culture, it is not. When taken with our findings in The ALL Report study,
and the research of others, we see that diverse workers define who they
are by their race, gender, sexual orientation or disability, and it is clear
that we need a more expansive understanding of culture. As leadership
moves forward, they must change corporate culture to focus on and serve
all of its members.
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T H E C I N C U LT U R E
S TA N D S FO R C H A N G E

S U CC E S S - D R I V E N C U LT U R E
This study found that when defining a successful workplace culture,
White Males, Women, Blacks, Asians, Latinx, LGBTQ+ and People with
Disabilities looked primarily for the same attributes and support system.
They overwhelmingly want an environment that is supportive, utilizes
their skills and gives them equal opportunity for professional growth. They
also want a sense of accomplishment and some level of work-life balance.
[See Exhibit 1]

[EXHIBIT 1]

D E F I N I N G A S U C C E S S - D R I V E N C U LT U R E

Makes good use of my and others’ skills
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Provides a supportive environment (peers, boss and senior
leadership) for myself and others

R E L AT I V E I M P O RTA N C E R A N K I N G
G E N E R A L P O P U L AT I O N VS D E M O G R A P H I C S

R E L AT I V E I M P O RTA N C E R A N K I N G
CONTINUED

Red Line = The General Population

Red Line = The General Population
v

GENERAL POPULATION vs

WHITE MALES

LATINX

GENERAL POPULATION vs

BLACKS

GENERAL POPULATION vs

ASIANS

A

Cross-training oﬀered to all employees

188

115

156

155

B

Diverse hiring & promo�on teams

140

172

163

138

C

Process to ID diverse candidates early & o�en

140

157

179

147

D

Regular performance feedback for all

203

101

104

127

E

Career development for women & minori�es

98

131

134

141

F

Cultural awareness & competency training

90

90

123

108

G

Hiring prac�ces manda�ng a diverse slate

93

117

112

106

H

Promo�on prac�ces manda�ng a diverse slate

89

132

105

100

I

Ap�tude tests when hiring

216

37

94

89

J

Team building exercises to promote inclusion

112

90

119

90

K

CEO requires a diverse slate for all execu�ve posi�ons

73

125

107

117

L

Processes to promote diverse candidates to sr. leadership

81

121

95

97

M

Regular sa�sfac�on survey addressing diversity

104

67

77

103

N

Special training around D&I prac�ces

89

96

82

97

O

CEO commitment to hiring & promo�ng diverse team

72

107

112

100

P

Unconscious bias training for employees

86

72

62

69

Q

Prac�ces focusing on developing minori�es & women

67

88

88

79

R

Prac�ces focusing on promo�ng minori�es & women

62

113

74

78

S

Employee/leadership forums on diversity issues

75

79

70

79

T

Mentoring/coaching for women & minori�es

74

83

80

85

U

Inten�onal recruitment of women & minori�es

59

85

69

81

V

Mandates that put more women & minori�es on boards

36

73

53

64

W

Taskforces to promote diversity awareness

51

47

42

53

Lorem ipsum
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GENERAL POPULATION

GENERAL POPULATION vs
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“If you exclude 50
percent of the talent
pool, it’s no wonder
you find yourself in
a war for talent.”

— THERESA J. WHITMARSH,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE
WASHINGTON STATE INVESTMENT BOARD
(SOURCE: WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM)

— DIANE PRIMO
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“To change diversity in
corporations, we must
change our view of what is
acceptable. Diversity without
inclusion — without equity
and without sustained
intervention — will never work.
Our nation now finds itself at a
demographic crossroads, with
rising minority births, motivated
youths and changing views of
what is tolerable. As responsible
corporate stewards, we must
acknowledge that this is
perhaps the biggest workforce
imperative of the 21st century.
Results matter. ”
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Purpose Brand is an award winning, full-service public relations, brand
and digital content marketing firm in Chicago. Purpose Brand always
puts purpose into practice — making brands relevant and communities
stronger. Services include media and public relations, brand strategy, web
design and development, content strategy, special events, video marketing and training. Working across disciplines, Purpose Brand develops and
executes end-to-end purpose and traditional public relations initiatives
that capture audiences’ hearts and minds. Contact Purpose Brand to learn
more about its services or to set up onsite training in purpose positioning.

“ALL is the timely, research-based book senior leadership teams need
to immediately read. Primo provides practical insights that shine a light
on the need for systemic change.”
— CRYSTAL E. ASHBY
INTERIM PRESIDENT AND CEO OF
THE EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP COUNCIL

“Primo has provided a deep, innovative, insightful and timely narrative on Inclusion, Diversity, Equity and Access and rightfully judges
that it is time for corporate America to do the right thing! This book
provides practical solutions that are necessary, sustainable and in
alignment for companies of all sizes that are looking to compete in this
global economy.”
— VINCENT WILLIAMS
PRESIDENT AND CEO OF THE CHICAGO
MINORITY SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL — HALA VE

ACHIEVING EQUALITY FOR ALL
ALL may be the first book to document how diversity in the
workplace is broken and why. Its insights extend across a diverse
group: White Males, Women, Blacks, Latinx, Asians, LGBTQ+
and People with Disabilities.
A must-read for every CEO and high-level executive, ALL enables
executives to become active participants in the dialogue around
diversity, equity and inclusion.
Author and CEO of Purpose Brand, Diane Primo, is an entrepreneur and visionary thought leader on diversity and purpose with
two decades of experience in Fortune 500 C-suite roles.
www.purposebrand.com
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